1. Introduction {#Sec1}
===============

Measures of resemblance play an important role in many domains of data analysis. A similarity coefficient is a measure of association or agreement of two entities or variables. A well-known coefficient for two continuous variables is Pearson's product-moment correlation, but various other similarity coefficients may be used (see, e.g., [@CR13]; [@CR37]; [@CR14]). In this paper we focus on similarity coefficients that can be defined using the four dependent proportions, *a, b, c*, and *d*, presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Instead of probabilities, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} may also be defined on counts or frequencies; probabilities are used here for notational convenience. Table 1Bivariate proportions table for binary variables.Variable twoProportionsValue 1Value 2TotalVariable oneValue 1*abp*~1~Value 2*cdq*~1~Total*p*~2~*q*~2~1

The data in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} may be obtained from a 2×2 reliability study: *a, b, c*, and *d* are observed proportions resulting from classifying *m* persons using a dichotomous response ([@CR11]; [@CR4]; [@CR3]). In cluster analysis, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} may be the result of comparing partitions from two clustering methods: *a* is the proportion of object pairs that were placed in the same cluster according to both clustering methods, *b* (*c*) is the proportion of pairs that were placed in the same cluster according to one method but not according to the other, and *d* is the proportion of pairs that were not in the same cluster according to either of the methods ([@CR1]; [@CR34]).

Numerous 2 × 2 resemblance measures have been proposed in the literature ([@CR14]; [@CR21]; [@CR17]; [@CR2]; and [@CR1]). Let a similarity coefficient be denoted by *S*. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} presents ten similarity coefficients that will be used to illustrate the results in this paper. Following [@CR32] and [@CR1], the convention is adopted of calling a coefficient by its originator or the first we know to propose it. The coefficients in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} may be considered both as population parameters as well as sample statistics; in this paper we use the latter. Some of these coefficients have been proposed in different domains of data analysis, but turn out to be equivalent after recoding. Table 2Ten 2 × 2 similarity coefficients.SymbolFormulaSourceS~SM~a + d[@CR31], [@CR28], [@CR6]S~Ham~a -- b --c +d[@CR15], [@CR18]S~Cze~$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${{2a} \over {{p_1} + {p_2}}}$$
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$${{2a - b - c} \over {2a + b + c}}$$
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$${{2d - b - c} \over {b + c + 2d}}$$
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If the two variables are statistically independent, we may desire that the theoretical value of a similarity coefficient be zero. Coefficient *S*~Cohen~ satisfies this requirement; coefficients *S*~SM~ and *S*~Cze~ do not. If a coefficient does not have zero value under statistical independence, it may be corrected for agreement due to chance ([@CR11]; [@CR36]; [@CR21]; [@CR1]). After correction for chance, a similarity coefficient *S* has a form $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$CS = {{S - E(S)} \over {1 - E(S)}}$$
\end{document}$$, where expectation *E*(*S*) is conditional upon fixed marginal proportions in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Various authors have noted that some coefficients become equivalent after correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). For example, [@CR11] and [@CR36] showed that *S*~SM~ and *S*~Cze~ become *S*~Cohen~ after correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). In addition, [@CR36] showed that *S*~Ham~, and [@CR11] showed that *S*~GK1~ and *S*~RG~, become *S*~Cohen~ after correction for chance.

[@CR1] studied correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) for a specific family of coefficients. They showed that coefficients may coincide after correction for chance, irrespective of what expectation is used. The main result of their paper is Proposition 1 in Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. In this paper, we continue the general approach by [@CR1] and present several new results with respect to correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

The paper is organized as follows. Similar to [@CR1] correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is studied for a general family of coefficients. This family of coefficients, of a form *S* = *λ* + *μ*(*a + d)*, is introduced in the next section. Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} is used to present the main results. In addition to a powerful result by [@CR1], Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} considers two additional functions. If coefficients are related by one of these functions, they become equivalent after correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), irrespective of what expectation *E*(*S*) is used.

Additional results may be obtained by considering different expectations *E*(*S*). The specific results in Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} unify and extend the findings for individual coefficients in [@CR11] and [@CR36]. Section [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} discusses corrected coefficients and some of their properties. Also in Section [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we discuss a generalization of an inequality in [@CR3] for Cohen's kappa and Scott's pi. Sections [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} and [7](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} discuss two natural generalizations of the results in Sections [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} to [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. Section [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} presents a multicategorical extension; Section [7](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} describes a family of multivariate coefficients. Section [8](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} contains the discussion.

2. A Family of Coefficients {#Sec2}
===========================

Consider a family *L* of coefficients of a form *S* = *λ*+*μ*(*a* +*d*), where proportions *a* and *d* are defined in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, and where *λ* and *μ*, different for each coefficient, depend on the marginal probabilities of Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Since *S*~SM~ = *a* + *d*, all members in *L* family are linear transformations of *S*~SM~, the observed proportion of agreement, given the marginal probabilities. Clearly, *S*~SM~ is in *L* family. Furthermore, all ten coefficients in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} are in *L* family.

*Example 1*. Coefficient *S*~Cze~ was independently proposed by [@CR8], [@CR9], and [@CR33]. The coefficient is often attributed to [@CR9], and it was also derived by [@CR25]. [@CR5] noted that coefficient *S*~Cze~ could be found in [@CR12]. Coefficient *S*~Cze~$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${S_{{\rm{Cze}}}} = {{2a} \over {{p_1} + {p_2}}} = {{(a + d) - 1} \over {{p_1} + {p_2}}} + 1$$
\end{document}$$. Thus, coefficient *S*~Cze~ can be written in a form *S*~Cze~ = *λ*+*μ*(*a* +*d*), where $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\lambda = {{ - 1} \over {{p_1} + {p_2}}} + 1\;{\rm{and}}\;\mu = {1 \over {{p_1} + {p_2}}}$$
\end{document}$$.

*Example 2*. [@CR30] proposed a measure of interrater-reliability denoted by the symbol pi. For two dichotomized variables Scott's pi $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${S_{{\rm<Emphasis Type="SmallCaps">ott</Emphasis>}}} = {{4ad - {{(b + c)}^2}} \over {({p_1} + {p_2})({q_1} + {q_2})}}$$
\end{document}$$. With respect to the numerator of *S*~Scott~, we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$a(1 - a - b - c) - {{{{(b + c)}^2}} \over 4} = a - {{{{(a + b)}^2}} \over 4} - {{{{(a + c)}^2}} \over 4} - {{(a + b)(a + c)} \over 2} = a - {\left( {{{{p_1} + {p_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2}$$
\end{document}$$. Similarly we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\eqalign{ & a(1 - a - b - c) - {{{{(b + c)}^2}} \over 4} = a - {{{{(a + b)}^2}} \over 4} - {{{{(a + c)}^2}} \over 4} - {{(a + b)(a + c)} \over 2} = a - {\left( {{{{p_1} + {p_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2}. \cr & d(1 - b - c - d) - {{{{(b + c)}^2}} \over 4} = d - {\left( {{{{q_1} + {q_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2} \cr} $$
\end{document}$$. Thus, coefficient *S*~Scott~$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${S_{{\rm<Emphasis Type="SmallCaps">ott</Emphasis>}}} = {{4(a + d) - {{({p_1} + {p_2})}^2} - {{({q_1} + {q_2})}^2}} \over {2({p_1} + {p_2})({q_1} + {q_2})}}$$
\end{document}$$ can be written in a form *S*~Scott~ = *λ* +*μ*(*a* + *d*) where $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\lambda = {{ - {{({p_1} + {p_2})}^2} - {{({q_1} + {q_2})}^2}} \over {2({p_1} + {p_2})({q_1} + {q_2})}}\;{\rm{and}}\;\mu = {2 \over {({p_1} + {p_2})({q_1} + {q_2})}}$$
\end{document}$$.

*Example 3*. The best-known index for interrater-reliability is the kappa-statistic proposed by [@CR7]. Since $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\eqalign{ & ad - bc = a(1 - a - b - c) - bc = a - (a + b)(a + c) = a - {p_1}{p_2}\;{\rm{and}} \cr & ad - bc = d(1 - b - c - d) - bc = d - (b + d)(c + d) = d - {q_1}{q_2} \cr} $$
\end{document}$$, Cohen's kappa for two dichotomized variables is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${S_{{\rm{Cohen}}}} = {{2(ad - bc)} \over {{p_1}{q_2} + {p_2}{q_1}}} = {{(a + d) - {p_1}{p_2} - {q_1}{q_2}} \over {{p_1}{q_2} + {p_2}{q_1}}}$$
\end{document}$$. Coefficient *S*~Cohen~ can be written in a form *S*~Cohen~ = *λ*+ *μ*(*a* + *d*), where $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\lambda = {{ - {p_1}{p_2} - {q_1}{q_2}} \over {{p_1}{q_2} + {p_2}{q_1}}}\;{\rm{and}}\;\mu = {1 \over {{p_1}{q_2} + {p_2}{q_1}}}$$
\end{document}$$.
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$$a = {p_2} - {q_1} + d$$
\end{document}$, probabilities *a* and *d* are also linear in (*a* + *d*). Linear in (*a* + *d*) is therefore equivalent to linear in *a* and linear in *d*. Furthermore, [@CR1] studied coefficients that are linear in ΣΣ*n*~*ij*~^2^, where *n*~*ij*~ is the number of data points placed in cluster *i* according to the first clustering method and in cluster *j* according to the second clustering method. Because $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$ma = (\sum {\sum {n_{ij}^2 - m)/2} } $$
\end{document}$, linear in ΣΣ*n*~*ij*~^2^ is equivalent to linear in *a* and equivalent to linear in (*a* + *d*).

A well-known similarity measure that cannot be written in a form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$S = \lambda + \mu (a + d)$$
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$${S_{{\rm{Jac}}}} = {a \over {a + b + c}} = {a \over {{p_1} + {p_2} - a}}$$
\end{document}$$ by [@CR20]. Other examples of coefficients that do not belong to *L* family can be found in [@CR1] and [@CR2].

3. Main Results {#Sec3}
===============

[@CR1] showed that correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is relatively simple for coefficients that belong to *L* family. Two members in *L* family become equivalent after correction for chance agreement if they have the same ratio ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}).

**Proposition 1** ([@CR1]). *Two members in L family become identical after correction* ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) *if they have the same ratio*$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${{1 - \lambda } \over \mu }$$
\end{document}$$.

*Proof*: E (*S*) = *E*\[*λ*+*μ*(*a* +*d*)\] = *λ* +*μE*(*a* +*d*) and consequently the *CS* becomes $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\eqalign{ & CS = {{S - E(S)} \over {1 - E(S)}} = {{\lambda + \mu (a + d) - \lambda - \mu E(a + d)} \over {1 - \lambda - \mu E(a + d)}} \cr & = {{a + d - E(a + d)} \over {{\mu^{ - 1}}(1 - \lambda ) - E(a + d)}} \cr} $$
\end{document}$$.

Thus, the value of a similarity coefficient after correction for chance depends on ratio ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), where *λ* and *μ* characterize the particular measure within *L* family.

Corollary 1 below extends Corollary 4.2(i) in [@CR1] from three measures (*S*~SM~, *S*~Ham~, and *S*~Cze~) to the ten coefficients in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The coefficients in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} coincide after correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), irrespective of what expectation *E*(*S*) is used.

**Corollary 1**. *CoefficientsS*~SM~, *S*~Ham~, *S*~Cze~, *S*~GK1~, *S*~GK2~, *S*~GK3~, *S*~NS~, *S*~RG~, *S*~Scott~, *andS*~Cohen~*become equivalent after correction* ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

*Proof:* By Proposition 1 it suffices to inspect ratio ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). Using the formulas of *λ* and *μ* corresponding to each coefficient we obtain the ratio ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${{1 - \lambda } \over \mu } = 1$$
\end{document}$$ for all ten coefficients. Only the proofs for coefficients *S*~Scott~ and *S*~Cohen~ are presented. Using the formulas for *λ* and *μ* from Example 2 we obtain the ratio ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${{1 - \lambda } \over \mu } = {{2({p_1} + {p_2})({q_1} + {q_2}) + {{({p_1} + {p_2})}^2} + {{({q_1} + {q_2})}^2}} \over 4} = {{{{({p_1} + {p_2} + {q_1} + {q_2})}^2}} \over 4} = 1$$
\end{document}$$. Using the formulas for *λ* and *μ* from Example 3 we obtain the ratio ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\eqalign{ & {{1 - \lambda } \over \mu } = {{2({p_1} + {p_2})({q_1} + {q_2}) + {{({p_1} + {p_2})}^2} + {{({q_1} + {q_2})}^2}} \over 4} = {{{{({p_1} + {p_2} + {q_1} + {q_2})}^2}} \over 4} = 1. \cr & {{1 - \lambda } \over \mu } = {p_1}{q_2} + {p_2}{q_1} + {p_1}{p_2} + {q_1}{q_2} = ({p_1} + {q_1})({p_2} + {q_2}) = 1 \cr} $$
\end{document}$$.

Note that (1 − *λ*)/*μ* = 1 for all coefficients in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} (ratio ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""})). The value 1 is also the maximum value regardless of the marginal probabilities of these similarity coefficients.

Due to Proposition 1, ratio ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) may be used to inspect whether coefficients become equivalent after correction for chance. Alternatively, it can be shown that coefficients that have a specific relationship coincide after correction. In the remainder of this section we consider two functions that may relate similarity coefficients: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${S_2} = 2{S_1} - 1\;{\rm{and}}\;{S_3} = {{{S_1} + {S_2}} \over 2}$$
\end{document}$$. Both functions may be used to construct new resemblance measures from existing similarity coefficients. It is not difficult to show that *S*~2~ = 2*S*~1~ − 1 is in *L* family if and only if *S*~1~ is in *L* family, and if *S*~1~ and *S*~2~ are in *L* family, then *S*~3~ = (*S*~1~ + *S*~2~)/2 is in *L* family. Two coefficients *S*~1~ and *S*~2~ that are related by *S*~2~ = 2*S*~1~ − 1 become equivalent after correction for chance.

**Proposition 2**. *LetS*~1~*be a member in L family*. *S*~1~*andS*~2~ = 2*S*~1~ − 1 *become identical after correction* ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

*Proof:S*~2~ = 2*λ* + 2*μ*(*a* + *d*) − 1 and *E*(*S*~2~) = 2*λ* − 1 + 2*μE*(*a*+ *d*). Consequently the *CS*~2~ becomes $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\eqalign{ & C{S_2} = {{2\lambda + 2\mu (a + d) - 1 - 2\lambda - 2\mu E(a + d) + 1} \over {1 - 2\lambda - 2\mu E(a + d) + 1}} = {{\lambda + \mu (a + d) - \lambda - \mu E(a + d)} \over {1 - \lambda - \mu E(a + d)}} \cr & = {{{S_1} - E({S_1})} \over {1 - E({S_1})}} = C{S_1} \cr} $$
\end{document}$$

*Example 4*. Various similarity coefficients have a relationship *S*~2~ = 2*S*~1~ − 1. Examples from Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} are *S*~Ham~ = 2*S*~SM~−1, *S*~GK1~ = 2*S*~Cze~ − 1, and *S*~GK2~ = 2*S*~NS~ − 1. Due to either Proposition 1 with Corollary 1 or Proposition 2, these coefficients coincide after correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

**Theorem 1**. *LetS*~*i*~*for i* = 1, 2, ..., *n be members in L family that become identical after correction* ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). *ThenS*~*i*~*for i* = 1, 2, ..., *n and the arithmetic mean*$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$AM = {1 \over n}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^n {{S_i}} $$
\end{document}$$*become equivalent after correction* ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

*Remark*. The original proof has been simplified with the help of an anonymous referee.
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$$E(AM) = {1 \over n}\left( {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^n {{\lambda _i} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^n {{\mu _i}E(a + d} } } \right)$$
\end{document}$$. Using ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) and ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$CS = {{a + d - E(a + d)} \over {y - E(a + d)}}\;{\rm{where}}\;y = {{n - \sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^n {{\lambda _i}} } \over {\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^n {{\mu _i}} }}$$
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$$x = {{1 - {\lambda _1}} \over {{\mu _1}}} = {{1 - {\lambda _2}} \over {{\mu _2}}} = \ldots = {{1 - {\lambda _n}} \over {{\mu _n}}}$$
\end{document}$$.

Due to Proposition 1, it must be shown that ratio *y* equals ratio *x*. We have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$y = {{\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^n {(1 - {\lambda _i})} } \over {\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^n {{\mu _i}} }} = {{\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^n {x{\mu _i}} } \over {\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^n {{\mu _i}} }} = {{x\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^n {{\mu _i}} } \over {\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^n {{\mu _i}} }} = x.$$
\end{document}$$

This completes the proof.

*Example 5*. Coefficient $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$${S_{{\rm{RG}}}} = {a \over {2a + b + c}} + {d \over {b + c + 2d}} = {{{S_{{\rm{Cze}}}} + {S_{{\rm{NS}}}}} \over 2}$$
\end{document}$$ is the arithmetic mean of *S*~Cze~ and *S*~NS~. Due to either Proposition 1 with Corollary 1 or Theorem 1, these three coefficients become equivalent after correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

4. Specific Results {#Sec4}
===================

Remember that ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) holds for all coefficients in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Due to Corollary 1 these coefficients coincide after correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). The corrected coefficient corresponding to the resemblance measures in Corollary 1 has a form $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$${{a + d - E(a + d)} \over {1 - E(a + d)}}$$
\end{document}$$. Coefficient ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) may be obtained by using ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) in ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}). Since expectation *E*(*a* + *d*) is unspecified, coefficient ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) is a general corrected coefficient. Specific cases of ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) may be obtained by specifying *E*(*a* +*d*) in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}).

Different opinions have been stated on what the appropriate expectations are for the 2 × 2 contingency table. Detailed discussions on the various ways of regarding data as the product of chance can be found in [@CR21], [@CR23], [@CR4], and [@CR26]. In cluster analysis it is general consensus that the popular coefficient *S*~SM~, called the Rand index, should be corrected for agreement due to chance ([@CR24]; [@CR19]), although there is some debate on what expectation is appropriate ([@CR19]; [@CR34]; [@CR1]). We consider five examples of *E*(*a* + *d*).

*Example 6a*. Suppose it is assumed that the frequency distribution underlying the two variables in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} is the same for both variables ([@CR30]; [@CR21], p. 113). Coefficients used in this case are sometimes referred to as agreement indices. The common parameter *p* must be either known or it must be estimated from *p*~1~ and *p*~2~. Different functions may be used. For example, [@CR30] and [@CR21] used the arithmetic mean $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$p = {{{p_1} + {p_2}} \over 2}$$
\end{document}$$.

Following [@CR30] and [@CR21] we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$E{(a + d)_{{\rm<Emphasis Type="SmallCaps">ott</Emphasis>}}} = {\left( {{{{p_1} + {p_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2} + {\left( {{{{q_1} + {q_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2}$$
\end{document}$$.

Let *m* denote the number of elements of the binary variables. [@CR23] proposed the expectation $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$E{(a + d)_{{\rm{Mak}}}} = 1 - {{m({p_1} + {p_2})({q_1} + {q_2}) - (b + c)} \over {2(m - 1)}}$$
\end{document}$$ (see also, [@CR3]).

*Example 6b*. Instead of a single distribution function, it may be assumed that the data are a product of chance concerning two different frequency distributions, each with its own parameter ([@CR7]; [@CR21]). Coefficients used in this case are sometimes referred to as association indices. The expectation of an entry in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} under statistical independence is defined by the product of the marginal probabilities. We have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$E{(a + d)_{{\rm{Cohen}}}} = {p_1}{p_2} + {q_1}{q_2}$$
\end{document}$$. The expectation *E*(*a* + *d*)~Cohen~ can be obtained by considering all permutations of the observations of one of the two variables, while preserving the order of the observations of the other variable. For each permutation the value of (*a* + *d*) can be determined. The arithmetic mean of these values is *p*~1~*p*~2~ +*q*~1~*q*~2~.

*Example 6c*. A third possibility is that there are no relevant underlying continua. For this case two forms of *E*(*a* +*d*) may be found in the literature. Note that *a* and *d* in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} may be interpreted as the proportions of positive and negative matches, whereas *b* and *c* are the proportions of nonmatching observations. [@CR13] used expectation $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$E{(a + d)_{{\rm{GK}}}} = {{\max ({p_1} + {p_2},{q_1} + {q_2})} \over 2} = {{2\max (a,d) + b + c} \over 2}$$
\end{document}$$.

Expectation *E*(*a* + *d*)~GK~ focuses on the largest group of matching observations. According to [@CR21] an equity coefficient is characterized by expectation $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$E{(a + d)_{{\rm{Kripp}}}} = {1 \over 2}$$
\end{document}$$.

In the case of association (Example 6b) the observations are regarded as ordered pairs. In the case of agreement (Example 6a) the observations are considered as pairs without regard for their order; a mismatch is a mismatch regardless of the kind. In the case of equity one only distinguishes between matching and nonmatching observations (cf. [@CR21]).

Theorem 2 below unifies and extends findings in [@CR11] and [@CR36] on what coefficients become Cohen's kappa after correction for chance. Depending on what expectation *E*(*a* +*d*) from Examples 6a to 6c is used, the coefficients in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} become, after correction for chance, either [@CR30] pi (*S*~Scott~), [@CR7] kappa (*S*~Cohen~), [@CR13] lambda (*S*~GK3~), [@CR15] eta (*S*~Ham~), or [@CR23] rho. The latter coefficient can be written as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$${S_{{\rm{Mak}}}} = {{4mad - m{{(b + c)}^2} + (b + c)} \over {m({p_1} + {p_2})({q_1} + {q_2}) - (b + c)}}$$
\end{document}$$ where *m* is the length of the binary variables.

**Theorem 2**. *Let S be a member in L family for which ratio* ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) *holds. If the appropriate expectation isE*(*a*+*d*)~Scott~, *then S becomesS*~Scott~,*E*(*a*+*d*)~Mak~, *then S becomesS*~Mak~,*E*(*a*+*d*)~Cohen~, *then S becomesS*~Cohen~,*E*(*a*+*d*)~GK~, *then S becomesS*~GK3~,*E*(*a*+*d*)~Kripp~, *then S becomesS*~Ham~, *after correction* ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

*Proof:* (i): Using *E*(*a* + *d*)~Scott~ in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) we obtain an index of which the numerator equals $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$a + d - {\left( {{{{p_1} + {p_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2} - {\left( {{{{q_1} + {q_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2} = 2ad - {{{{(b + c)}^2}} \over 2}$$
\end{document}$$ (see Example 2) and the denominator equals $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$${{{{({p_1} + {p_2} + {q_1} + {q_2})}^2} - {{({p_1} + {p_2})}^2} - {{({q_1} + {q_2})}^2}} \over 4} = {{({p_1} + {p_2})({q_1} + {q_2})} \over 2}$$
\end{document}$$. Dividing the right-hand part of ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) by the right-hand part of ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$${{4ad - {{(b + c)}^2}} \over {({p_1} + {p_2})({q_1} + {q_2})}} = {S_{{\rm<Emphasis Type="SmallCaps">ott</Emphasis>}}}$$
\end{document}$$.

(ii): Using *E*(*a* +*d*)~Mak~ in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) and multiplying the result by 2(*m*^−1^) we obtain an index of which the numerator equals $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
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\usepackage{amssymb} 
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\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$\eqalign{ & 2(a + d - 1)(m - 1) + m({p_1} + {p_2})({q_{^1}} + {q_2}) - (b + c) \cr & = m(2a + b + c)(b + c + 2d) - 2m(b + c) + (b + c) \cr} $$
\end{document}$$, and the denominator equals $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$m({p_1} + {p_2})({q_{^1}} + {q_2}) - (b + c)$$
\end{document}$$. We have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$\eqalign{ & (2a + b + c)(b + c + 2d) - 2(b + c) \cr & = 4ad + (2a + 2d)(b + c) + {(b + c)^2} - 2(b + c) \cr & = 4ad + (2a + 2d - 2)(b + c) + {(b + c)^2} \cr & = 4ad - 2{(b + c)^2} + {(b + c)^2} = 4ad - {(b + c)^2} \cr} $$
\end{document}$$. Using the right-hand part of ([12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}), numerator ([Equ10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) can be written as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
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\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$m\left[ {4ad - {{(b + c)}^2}} \right] + (b + c)$$
\end{document}$$

Dividing ([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) by ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}) we obtain coefficient *S*~Mak~.

(iii): Using *E*(*a* +*d*)~Cohen~ in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
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\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$${{a + d - {p_1}{p_2} - {q_1}{q_2}} \over {({p_1} + {q_1})({p_2} + {q_2}) - {p_1}{p_2} - {q_1}{q_2}}} = {{2(ad - bc)} \over {{p_1}{q_2} + {p_2}{q_1}}} = {S_{{\rm{Cohen}}}}$$
\end{document}$$.

(iv): Using *E*(*a* +*d*)~GK~ in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$${{2[a + d - \max (a,d)] - b - c} \over {2 - 2\max (a,d) - b - c}} = {{2\min (a,d) - b - c} \over {2\min (a,d) + b + d}} = {S_{{\rm{GK3}}}}$$
\end{document}$$.

(v): Using *E*(*a* +*d*)~Kripp~ in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{wasysym} 
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\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$2(a + d) - 1 = a - b - c + d = {S_{{\rm{Ham}}}}$$
\end{document}$$.

5. Corrected Coefficients {#Sec5}
=========================

The coefficients in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} become either *S*~Scott~, *S*~Mak~, *S*~Cohen~, *S*~GK3~, or *S*~Ham~, depending on what expectation *E*(*a*+*d*) is used. Note that corrected coefficients *S*~Scott~, *S*~Cohen~, *S*~GK3~, and *S*~Ham~ belong to the class of resemblance measures that is considered in Corollary 1 and Theorem 2. This suggests that corrected coefficients may have some interesting properties, which are the topic of this section. If *E*(*S*) in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) depends on the marginal probabilities in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, then *CS* in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) belongs to *L* family.

**Proposition 3**. *LetE*(*S*) *in* ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) *depend on the marginal probabilities. If S is in L family, then CS in* ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) *is in L family*.

*Proof:* Expectation *E*(*S*) = *E*\[*λ*1 +*μ*~1~(*a* +*d*)\] is a function of the marginal probabilities. Thus *E*(*a* + *d*), *λ*, and *μ* in ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) are functions of the marginal proportions. Equation ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) can therefore be written in a form *λ*~2~ +*μ*~2~(*a* + *d*) where $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$${\lambda _2} = {{ - E(a + d)} \over {\mu _1^{ - 1}(1 - {\lambda _1}) - E(a + d)}}\;{\rm{and}}\;{\mu _2} = {1 \over {\mu _1^{ - 1}(1 - {\lambda _1}) - E(a + d)}}$$
\end{document}$$.

Examples of corrected coefficients that are in *L* family are *S*~Scott~, *S*~Cohen~, *S*~GK3~, and *S*~Ham~. These coefficients may be considered as corrected coefficients as well as ordinary coefficients that may be corrected for agreement due to chance. For example, *S*~Scott~, *S*~GK3~, and *S*~Ham~ (and *S*~Cohen~) become *S*~Cohen~ after correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) if expectation *E*(*a* + *d*)~Cohen~ is used. Coefficient *S*~Mak~ cannot be written in a form *λ*+*μ*(*a* + *d*), and does therefore not belong to *L* family.

At the end of this section we consider the following problem. Suppose a coefficient *S* in *L* family is corrected twice, using two different expectations, *E*(*a* + *d*) and *E*(*a* + *d*)\*. Let the corrected coefficients be given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$CS = {{a + d - E(a + d)} \over {{\mu^{ - 1}}(1 - \lambda ) - E(a + d)}}\;{\rm{and}}\;C{S^*} = {{a + d - E{{(a + d)}^*}} \over {{\mu^{ - 1}}(1 - \lambda ) - E{{(a + d)}^*}}}$$
\end{document}$$. Note that *μ*^−1^(1 − *λ*) corresponding to coefficient *S*, is the same in both *CS* and *CS*\*. The problem is then as follows: if *E*(*a* + *d*) ≥ *E*(*a* + *d*)\*, how are *CS* and *CS*\* related? It turns out that *CS* is a decreasing function of *E*(*a* + *d*). Proposition 4 is limited to coefficients in *L* family of which the maximum value is 1, that is $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$\lambda + \mu (a + d) \le 1\;{\rm{if}}\;{\rm{and}}\;{\rm{only}}\;{\rm{if}}{{1 - \lambda } \over \mu } \ge (a + d)$$
\end{document}$$. It can be verified that the similarity coefficients in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and *S*~Mak~ satisfy this condition.

**Proposition 4**. *CS is a decreasing function of E*(*a* + *d*).

*Proof: CS* ≤ *CS*\* if and only if $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$E(a + d)\left[ {{{1 - \lambda } \over \mu } - (a + d)} \right] \ge E{(a + d)^*}\left[ {{{1 - \lambda } \over \mu } - (a + d)} \right]$$
\end{document}$$. The requirement *λ* +*μ*(*a* + *d*) ≤ 1 completes the proof.

In the following, let *S* = *λ* +*μ*(*a* + *d*) be in *L* family and let $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$C{S_{{\rm{Name}}}} = {{a + d - E{{(a + d)}_{{\rm{Name}}}}} \over {{\mu^{ - 1}}(1 - \lambda ) - E{{(a + d)}_{{\rm{Name}}}}}}$$
\end{document}$$ be a corrected coefficient using expectation *E*(*a* +*d*)~Name~. Using specific expectations *E*(*a* +*d*) in combination with Proposition 4, we obtain the following result.

**Theorem 3**. *It holds that*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$$C{S_{{\rm{GK}}}}\mathop \le \limits^{({\rm{i}})} C{S_{{\rm<Emphasis Type="SmallCaps">ott</Emphasis>}}}\mathop \le \limits^{({\rm{ii}})} C{S_{{\rm{Cohen}}}}$$
\end{document}$.

*Proof:* (i): Due to Proposition 4, it must be shown that *E*(*a* + *d*)~GK~ ≥ *E*(*a* + *d*)~Scott~. Suppose *(p*~1~ +*p*~2~) ≥ *(q*~1~ + *q*~2~). We have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$$\eqalign{ & E{(a + d)_{{\rm{GK}}}} \ge E{(a + d)_{{\rm<Emphasis Type="SmallCaps">ott</Emphasis>}}}, \cr & {{{p_1} + {p_2}} \over 2} \ge {\left( {{{{p_1} + {p_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2} + {\left( {{{{q_1} + {q_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2}, \cr & {{{p_1} + {p_2}} \over 2}\left( {1 - {{{p_1} + {p_2}} \over 2}} \right) \ge {\left( {{{{q_1} + {q_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2}, \cr & {{{p_1} + {p_2}} \over 2}\left( {{{{q_1} + {q_2}} \over 2}} \right) \ge {\left( {{{{q_1} + {q_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2}, \cr & ({p_1} + {p_2}) \ge ({q_1} + {q_2}) \cr} $$
\end{document}$$.

(ii): It must be shown that *E*(*a* +*d*)~Scott~ ≥ *E*(*a* +*d*)~Cohen~. We have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$${\left( {{{{p_1} + {p_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2} \ge {p_1}{p_2}$$
\end{document}$$ if and only if $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$${\left( {{{{p_1} - {p_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2} \ge 0$$
\end{document}$$. Furthermore, we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{upgreek}
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\begin{document}
$${\left( {{{{q_1} - {q_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2} \ge {q_1}{q_2}$$
\end{document}$$ if and only if $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$${\left( {{{{q_1} - {q_2}} \over 2}} \right)^2} \ge 0$$
\end{document}$$. Inequalities ([14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) and ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) are true because ([15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) and ([17](#Equ17){ref-type=""}) are true. Adding ([14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) and ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) we obtain the desired inequality.

[@CR3] derived the inequality *S*~Scott~ ≤ *S*~Cohen~. Note that this inequality follows from the more general result Theorem 3 by using a coefficient *S* for which ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) holds (all coefficients in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).

6. Multicategorical Generalization {#Sec6}
==================================

Suppose the data consist of two nominal variables with identical categories, e.g. two psychologists each distribute *m* people among a set of *k* mutually exclusive categories. Let **N** be a contingency table with entries *n*~*ij*~, where *n*~*ij*~ indicates the number of persons placed in category *i* by the first psychologist and in category *j* by the second psychologist. Furthermore, let *n*~*i*+~ and *n*~+*j*~ denote the marginal counts (row and column totals) of **N**. Moreover, suppose that the categories of both variables are in the same order, so that the diagonal elements *n*~*ii*~ reflect the number of people put in the same category by the psychologists. If the variables are dichotomized, *m*^t-1^**N** equals Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. A straightforward measure of similarity is the observed proportion of agreement given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$P = {1 \over m}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^k {{n_{ii}} = {{{\rm{tr(N)}}} \over m}} $$
\end{document}$$. Using *S* = *P* in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$${{P - E(P)} \over {1 - E(P)}}$$
\end{document}$$.

[@CR13], [@CR30], and [@CR7] proposed measures that incorporate correction for chance agreement of a form ([18](#Equ18){ref-type=""}). The different expectations *E*(*P*) are defined as follows.

No underlying continua: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$E{(P)_{{\rm{GK}}}} = \max _i^k\left( {{{{n_{i + }} + {n_{ + i}}} \over {2m}}} \right)$$
\end{document}$.

One frequency distribution: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{wasysym} 
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\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$E{(P)_{{\rm<Emphasis Type="SmallCaps">ott</Emphasis>}}} = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^k {{{\left( {{{{n_{i + }} + {n_{ + i}}} \over {2m}}} \right)}^2}} $$
\end{document}$.

Two frequency distributions: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{upgreek}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
$$E{(P)_{{\rm{Cohen}}}} = {1 \over {{m^2}}}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^k {{n_{i + }}{n_{ + i}}} $$
\end{document}$.

Note that *P* is a natural extension of *S*~SM~ = *a*+*d* to nominal variables. Family *L* can be extended to coefficients of a form *S* = *λ*+*μP*, where *λ* and *μ*, unique for each coefficient, depend on the marginal probabilities of contingency table **N**. All results for the 2 × 2 case naturally generalize to coefficients of a form *S* = *λ* + *μP*. Coefficient *P* and the multicategorical versions of *S*~GK3~, *S*~Scott~, and *S*~Cohen~ that are obtained by using expectations *E*(*P*)~GK~, *E*(*P*)~Scott~, and *E*(*P*)~Cohen~ in ([18](#Equ18){ref-type=""}), belong to *L* family (have a form *S* = *λ*+*μP*; note Proposition 3). Furthermore, it is not difficult to show that ratio ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) holds for multicategorical coefficients *P*, *S*~GK3~, *S*~Scott~, and *S*~Cohen~. In this section only the generalization of Proposition 1, the powerful result by [@CR1], is presented.

**Proposition 1b**. *Two members in L family become identical after correction* ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) *if they have the same ratio μ*^−1^(1 −*λ*).

*Proof: E*(*S*) = *E*(*λ*+ *μP*) = *λ* +*μE*(*P*) and consequently the corrected coefficient becomes $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$CS = {{P - E(P)} \over {{\mu^{ - 1}}(1 - \lambda ) - E(P)}}$$
\end{document}$$.

7. Multivariate Generalization {#Sec7}
==============================

Multivariate coefficients may be used to determine the degree of agreement among three or more raters in psychological assessment, or to compare partitions from three different cluster algorithms. Multivariate versions of Cohen's kappa (*S*~Cohen~) can for instance be found in [@CR10], [@CR22], [@CR27], and [@CR16].

Suppose we want to determine the agreement among *k* raters. Similar to Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, we may construct *k*(*k*−1)/2 bivariate 2 × 2 tables: each proportion table compares two variables *i* and *j*. Let *a*~*ij*~ denote the proportion of people that possess a characteristic according to both psychologists *i* and *j*, let *d*~*ij*~ denote the proportion of people that lack the characteristic according to both psychologists, and let *p*~*i*~ denote the proportion of people that possess the characteristic according to psychologist *i*. Family *L* may be extended to a multivariate family *L*^(*k*)^ of coefficients of a form $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$${\lambda^{(k)}} + {{2{\mu^{(k)}}} \over {k(k - 1)}}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k - 1} {\sum\limits_{j = i + 1}^k {({a_{ij}} + {d_{ij}}),} } $$
\end{document}$$ where *λ*^(*k*)^ and *μ*^(*k*)^ depend on the marginal probabilities of the 2 × 2 tables only. Note that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$$S_{{\rm{SM}}}^{(k)} = {2 \over {k(k - 1)}}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k - 1} {\sum\limits_{j = i + 1}^k {({a_{ij}} + {d_{ij}})} } $$
\end{document}$$ is a straightforward multivariate generalization of *S*~SM~. Quantity 2/*k*(*k* − 1) is used to ensure that the value of coefficient *S*~SM~^(*k*)^ lies between 0 and 1. Let us present some other examples of coefficients that belong to *L*^(*k*)^ family.

*Example 1b*. A three-way formulation of *S*~Cze~ = 2~*a*12~/(*p*~1~ + *p*~2~) (Example 1), such that the coefficient is a linear transformation of *S*~SM~^(3)^, is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$$S_{{\rm{Cze}}}^{(3)} = {{{a_{12}} + {a_{13}} + {a_{23}}} \over {{p_1} + {p_2} + {p_3}}} = {{3S_{{\rm{SM}}}^{(3)} - 3} \over {2({p_1} + {p_2} + {p_3})}} + 1$$
\end{document}$$. A general multivariate version of *S*~Cze~ is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$$S_{{\rm{Cze}}}^{(k)} = {{2\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^{k - 1} {\sum\nolimits_{j = i + 1}^k {{a_{ij}}} } } \over {(k - 1)\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^k {{p_i}} }} = {{k[S_{{\rm{SM}}}^{(k)} - 1]} \over {2\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^k {{p_i}} }} + 1$$
\end{document}$$. Coefficient *S*~Cze~^(*k*)^ can be written in a form *S*~Cze~^(*k*)^ = *λ*^(*k*)^ + *μ*^(*k*)^*S*~SM~^(*k*)^, where $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$${\lambda^{(k)}} = {{ - k} \over {2\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^k {{p_i}} }} + 1 = 1 - {\mu^{(k)}}\;{\rm{and}}\;{\mu^{(k)}} = {k \over {2\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^k {{p_i}} }}$$
\end{document}$$. Quantities *λ*^(*k*)^ and *μ*^(*k*)^ naturally extend *λ* and *μ* corresponding to *S*~Cze~ in Example 1.

*Example 3b*. [@CR27] and [@CR16] describe the same multivariate extension of [@CR7] kappa. For *k* dichotomized variables, the multivariate kappa is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$$S_{{\rm{Cohen}}}^{(k)} = {{\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^{k - 1} {\sum\nolimits_{j = i + 1}^k {({a_{ij}} + {d_{ij}} - {p_i}{p_j} - {q_i}{q_j})} } } \over {\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^{k - 1} {\sum\nolimits_{j = i + 1}^k {({p_i}{q_j} - {p_j}{q_i})} } }}$$
\end{document}$$.

Coefficient *S*~Cohen~^(*k*)^ can be written in a form *S*~Cohen~^(*k*)^ = *λ*^(*k*)^ +*μ*^(*k*)^*S*~SM~^(*k*)^, where $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$${\lambda^{(k)}} = {{ - \sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^{k - 1} {\sum\nolimits_{j = i + 1}^k {({p_i}{p_j} + {q_i}{q_j})} } } \over {\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^{k - 1} {\sum\nolimits_{j = i + 1}^k {({p_i}{q_j} + {p_j}{q_i})} } }}\;{\rm{and}}\;{\mu^{(k)}} = {{k(k - 1)} \over {2\sum\nolimits_{i = 1}^{k - 1} {\sum\nolimits_{j = i + 1}^k {({p_i}{q_j} + {p_j}{q_i})} } }}$$
\end{document}$$.

Using the heuristics in Examples 1b and 3b one may obtain multivariate formulations of other coefficients in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The remainder of the section is used to present generalizations of Proposition 1, the main result in [@CR1], and Corollary 1. Both extensions show that family *L*^(*k*)^ naturally generalizes family *L*, with respect to correction ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), to multivariate coefficients.

**Proposition 1c**. *Two members in L*^(*k*)^*family become identical after correction* ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) *if they have the same ratio*$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${{1 - {\lambda^{(k)}}} \over {{\mu^{(k)}}}}$$
\end{document}$$.
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$$E\left[ {{S^{(k)}}} \right] = {\lambda^{(k)}} + {\mu^{(k)}}E\left[ {{2 \over {k(k - 1)}}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k - 1} {\sum\limits_{j = i + 1}^k {({a_{ij}} + {d_{ij}})} } } \right] = {\lambda^{(k)}} + {\mu^{(k)}}E\left[ {S_{{\rm{SM}}}^{(k)}} \right]$$
\end{document}$$.

Consequently, the corrected coefficient becomes $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$$C{S^{(k)}} = {{S_{{\rm{SM}}}^{(k)} - E\left[ {S_{{\rm{SM}}}^{(k)}} \right]} \over {\left( {1 - {\lambda^{(k)}}} \right)/{\mu^{(k)}} - E\left[ {S_{{\rm{SM}}}^{(k)}} \right]}}$$
\end{document}$$.

**Corollary 1b**. *Coefficients* {tiS}~SM~^(*k*)^, *S*~Cze~^(*k*)^, *andS*~Cohen~^(*k*)^*become equivalent after correction* ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

*Proof:* Using the formulas of *λ*^(*k*)^ and *μ*^(*k*)^ corresponding to each coefficient, we obtain the ratio ([19](#Equ19){ref-type=""}) $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${{1 - {\lambda^{(k)}}} \over {{\mu^{(k)}}}} = 1$$
\end{document}$$ for all three coefficients. Obtaining ratio ([19](#Equ19){ref-type=""}) for coefficients *S*~SM~^(*k*)^ and *S*~Cze~^(*k*)^ is straightforward.

Using the formulas for *λ*^(*k*)^ and *μ*^(*k*)^ from Example 3b, we obtain the ratio ([19](#Equ19){ref-type=""}) $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$${2 \over {k(k - 1)}}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k - 1} {\sum\limits_{j = i + 1}^k {({p_i}{q_j} + {p_j}{q_i} + {p_i}{p_j} + {q_i}{q_j}) = } } {2 \over {k(k - 1)}}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k - 1} {\sum\limits_{j = i + 1}^k {({p_i} + {q_i})({p_j} + {q_j}) = 1} } $$
\end{document}$$.

8. Discussion {#Sec8}
=============

The inspiration for this work came from the paper by [@CR1], who studied correction for chance for similarity coefficients from a general perspective. For a specific family of coefficients they showed that coefficients may coincide after correction for chance, irrespective of what expectation is used.

The study of correction for chance presented in this paper focused on resemblance measures for 2 × 2 tables. It is surprising how much output has been generated for this simple case ([@CR26]; [@CR11]; [@CR14]; [@CR21]; [@CR23]; [@CR3]; [@CR1]; [@CR35]). Furthermore, for the 2 × 2 case we have many similarity coefficients at our disposal, and some of these were used to illustrate the results in this paper. As suggested by the multicategorical and multivariate generalizations in Sections [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} and [7](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, the properties derived in this paper apply to coefficients of a form *S* = *λ*+*μx*, for which we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$E(S) = E[\lambda + \mu x] = \lambda + \mu E(x)$$
\end{document}$$, where *λ* and *μ* depend on the marginals of the table corresponding to the data type. Property ([20](#Equ20){ref-type=""}) is central in Proposition 1, the main result in [@CR1], and several other results in this paper. The general coefficients for metric scales in [@CR37], for instance, satisfy condition ([20](#Equ20){ref-type=""}).
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